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Abstract According to the American Cancer Society, colorectal cancer (CRC) is the

third most common cause of cancer related deaths in the United States. Experts es-

timate that about 85% of CRCs begin as precancerous polyps, early detection and

treatment of which can significantly reduce the risk of CRC. Hence, it is imperative

to develop population-wide intervention strategies for early detection of polyps. De-

velopment of such strategies requires precise values of the population-specific rates of

incidence of polyp and its progression to cancerous stage. There has been a consider-

able amount of research in recent years on developing screening based CRC intervention

strategies. However, these are not supported by population-specific mathematical esti-

mates of progression rates. This paper addresses this need by developing a probability

model that estimates polyp progression rates considering race and family history of

CRC; note that, it is ethically infeasible to obtain polyp progression rates through

clinical trials. We use the estimated rates to simulate the progression of polyps in the

population of the State of Indiana, and also the population of a clinical trial conducted

in the State of Minnesota, which was obtained from literature. The results from the

simulations are used to validate the probability model.

1 Introduction

Colorectal cancer (CRC) is the third most common cause of cancer related deaths in the

U.S. Most CRCs begin as precancerous polyp ([1,2]), referred to as adenoma-carcinoma

sequence ([3]). Employing effective population-wide strategies for early detection and

treatment at precancerous stages can lead to significant reduction in CRC mortalities.

Literature presents a considerable amount of research on developing CRC screening

strategies with varying tests and time lines, and examining their influence on mortal-

ity rates. However, developing feasible intervention strategies requires a system-based

model of cancer care that must consider, in addition to screening alternatives, various

other interacting elements of the system, including the social-behavioral traits of the

people and the physicians, and the parameters of the insurance policies. Two important

Address(es) of author(s) should be given
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processes of the system-based cancer care model are: polyp incidence and polyp progres-

sion. Polyps follow a natural incidence and progression, and upon diagnosis, drive the

behavior and interaction of the system elements. Thus, precise models portraying the

incidence and the progression processes are fundamental to developing effective inter-

vention strategies. In this paper, our attention is focused on developing a probability

model to estimate progression rates of colorectal polyps.

The literature contains a considerable number of simulation and mathematical

models for CRC screening strategies ([4–12], and CISNET models [13]). All of these

cited works have a natural history component for the incidence and progression of

polyps, most of which are modeled using variants of Markovian techniques. The main

inputs required for these Markovian models are the incidence rates of polyps, and

progression rates between stages, e.g., the inverse of the time that polyps take to

progress from adenoma (pre-malignant) to carcinoma. The incidence rates have been

estimated based on case study results involving randomized screening and follow-up.

However, for progression rates, a case study approach is not feasible, since it is unethical

to keep a diagnosed polyp under observation without treatment. As a result, most of the

above models use progression rates that are derived based on expert opinion, obtained

either by convening a panel or by utilizing the data presented in [14] and [15].

Mathematical models, in contrast to the models based on expert opinion, can

incorporate characteristics like race and family history of CRC, and hence estimate

population-specific progression rates. The National Academy of Engineering, under

one of the Grand Challenges for the 21st century - Engineering Better Medicine, noted

the need for engineering personalized rather than standardized medicines since “people

differ in susceptibility to disease and response to medicine.” Also, progression rates in

the pre-diagnosis phase may vary between populations, thus underscoring the need for

population-specific progression rates. Although literature presents numerous models

and cost based analysis of CRC screening strategies, and numerous models and case

studies on incidence rates, mathematical models to estimate polyp progression rates

have been limited ([16], [17]). The study presented in [16] uses the data from the na-

tional colonoscopy screening database of Germany to develop a statistical approach to

obtain annual transition rate and the 10 year cumulative risk of CRC specific to sex

and age groups. The transition rates are only for after the onset of advanced adenoma

(polyp≥1cm). A Markov model to estimate progression rates for stages after the onset

of cancer, and the incidence of cancer is presented in [17]. The model was built based

on the results of a case study conducted on a population with high-risk of CRC.

In this paper, we present a probability model that was developed for estimating

polyp progression rates, specific to race and family history status, from the incidence

of polyp to carcinoma and between stages of carcinoma. Note that, estimating progres-

sion rates, and thus time to progress, from incidence of polyp to carcinoma are of vital

importance for developing early pre-cancer intervention strategies. The polyp progres-

sion pathways considered in our model are depicted in Figure 1 and are described as

follows.

CRC Pathways- Polyp incidence and stages of progression:

Most CRCs originate as visible precancerous polyps and only a small percentage arise

as flat carcinoma. Not all polyps are pre-malignant and hence only some progress to

carcinoma. While CRCs generally develop from polyps greater than 1cm, carcinoma

has also been diagnosed in polyps between 6mm and 9mm ([15]). In this research,

we consider three possible pathways for polyp progression before the onset of cancer.

Figure 1 depicts the three pathways and the four stages of colorectal cancer. Polyp-
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pathways 1 and 2 refer to the progression types that begin with a visible adenoma

polyp before progressing to cancer; this was adopted from the pathways presented by

[15]. Non-polyp pathway refers to the cancers arising from flat polyps ([18]). After the

in-situ stage, the polyp progresses through the three stages of invasive cancer: local,

regional, and distant, which when related to Dukes classification of cancer ([19]), cor-

respond to stages A+B, C, and D, respectively. Note that, while most cancers begin

as pre-cancerous polyp, not all polyps progress to cancer. That is, polyps can be cat-

egorized into progressive and non-progressive ([15]). In what follows, we present our

probability model, results estimated from the probability model, the model validation,

and concluding remarks.

Fig. 1 CRC Pathways- Polyp incidence and stages of progression

2 Probability Model to Estimate Progression Rates

One of the main inputs required to develop the progression rate model is the incidence

rate of polyps specific to patient’s age, race, and family history status of CRC. In this

section, we first present our method for estimating incidence rates, followed by the

development of a probability model for estimating progression rates. The probability

model was developed based on the assumption that non-polyp pathway contributes

towards 15% of cancers, and 70% of cancers from the polyp pathways arise from path-

way 1 (based on expert opinions cited in [15] and [6]). All notation used in the model

presented in this section are summarized in Table 1.

2.1 Polyp Incidence Rates

We estimated the probability of incidence of polyp≤5mm, which is the first visible stage

on the polyp pathways, by utilizing the case studies presented in [20] and [21]. The

study in [20] presents data on the number of positive sigmoidoscopy results (indicating
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Table 1 Notation used in the Probability Model

Symbol Description

p5, S, L, R, D events of incidence of polyp≤5mm, in-situ CRC, local CRC, regional CRC, distant CRC
p5t , St, Lt, Rt, Dt events of incidence of polyp≤5mm, in-situ CRC, local CRC, regional CRC, and distant CRC, at time t

S̃t, L̃t, R̃t, D̃t events of prevalence of in-situ CRC, local CRC, regional CRC, and distant CRC, at time t

C̃t event of prevalence of CRC (in-situ, local, regional, or distant), at time t

ĨCt event of prevalence of invasive CRC (local, regional, or distant), at time t
F random variable denoting family history of CRC of a randomly selected individual
R random variable denoting race of a randomly selected individual
At random variable denoting age (in years) of an individual at time t
L random variable denoting length of life in years
Z+ set of positive integers
NS number of stages from p5 to S
NL number of stages from S to L
ND number of stages from initial event (p5 or S) to distant CRC (D)

T ji time to progress from event i to j

λj
i|rf progression rate from event i to event j given R = r and F = f

polyps) in a population that had tested negative (indicating normal) three years back.

Using this repeated test data, we estimated the probability of incidence of polyp≤5mm

per year. Studies have shown that the rate of polyp incidence varies with age, however,

[20] did not contain enough data to estimate the incidence probabilities based on age

groups. Therefore, we used the statistics in [21], which presents age-based data of

patients undergoing polyp detection and removal at the Rochester Methodist Hospital,

Rochester, Minnesota. It has also been observed in the literature that a family history

of CRC increases the risk of developing CRC ([22] and [21]). Therefore, we considered

population specific incidence rates, which we estimated as follows.

Let p5t1 denote an event of incidence of polyp≤5mm at time t1, and At1 ∈ Z+

be the random variable denoting the age at t1, where Z+ denotes the set of positive

integers. Let R and F be the random variables denoting the race and the status of

family history of CRC, respectively, of a randomly selected individual. We consider

R = {Caucasian, African American, Other}, and F = {0, > 0}, i.e., F has 2

outcomes, either no family history of CRC (event F = 0) or atleast one case of CRC

in the family (event F > 0). We computed the joint probabilities of p5t1 and At1 in

interval [a, b], for given events of F = f and R = r as follows. Let the probability of

p5t1 given R = r and F = f (i.e., P{p5t1 |R = r ∩ F = f}) be denoted by Prf{p5t1 }.
Applying the definition of conditional probability, and since p5t1 and R = r ∩ F = f

are dependent events we can write that

Prf{p5t1 } =
P{p5t1 ∩R = r ∩ F = f}

P{R = r ∩ F = f} , (1)

and also since Prf{p5t1 } and a ≤ At1 ≤ b are dependent events we can write that

Prf
{

(a ≤ At1 ≤ b) ∩ p5t1
}

= Prf
{

(a ≤ At1 ≤ b)|p5t1
}
Prf

{
p5t1

}
. (2)

The probability values for the elements on the right hand side of equations (1) and

(2) are estimated using data from: [20] for probabilities of p5t1 ; [21] for probability

distributions based on At1 and F ; and [23] for probability distributions based on R.

See Appendix A for a description of the estimation of the right hand side elements.
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Note that, we consider the minimum age for developing a polyp as 40 years, since risk

of cancer below 40 is low based on discussions presented in [24] and [25]. The report

by the American Cancer Society in [24] notes that 90% of CRCs are diagnosed in

individuals above the age of 50. Also, the expert panel from the U.S. Multisociety Task

Force on Colorectal Cancer suggests a starting screening age of 50 years and 40 years

for individuals without and with a family history of colorectal polyps, respectively

([25]).

2.2 Probability Model to Estimate Progression Rates

Based on expert opinion ([16], [4]), we consider that the progression times for the

following events of incidences: polyp≤5mm to in-situ CRC, in-situ to local CRC, local

to regional CRC, and regional to distant CRC are exponentially distributed with event

dependent parameters (progression rates). It may be noted that accurate estimation

of the progression rate from the incidence of pre-cancerous polyp (polyp≤5mm) to

carcinoma (in-situ), is crucial for developing effective pre-cancer intervention strategies.

Let λj
i|rf denote the progression rate from event i to event j given R = r and

F = f . In what follows, we present models for estimating λj
i|rf for pre-cancer event

(from incidence of polyp≤5mm to incidence of in-situ) considering polyp pathways

1 and 2 (see Figure 1), and post-cancer events (between incidence of different CRC

stages) considering all pathways.

2.2.1 Estimating Pre-cancer Progression Rate:

Pre-cancer progression rate, which we will denote as λSp5|rf , refers to the inverse of the

expected time to progress from incidence of the first stage of visible polyp ≤5mm (p5)

to incidence of in-situ CRC (S), given R = r and F = f .

Note: Not all p5 progress to S. Those that do progress are called progressive polyps

and the rest non-progressive. In this research, the estimation of λSp5|rf considers cases

of both progressive and non-progressive polyps. In other words, if the random value

for the time to progress to in-situ, selected from the distribution exponential(λSp5|rf ),

is such that it exceeds the natural life, then the polyp is considered non-progressive.

We now present the model for estimating λSp5|rf . Let St2 denote the event of in-

cidence of in-situ CRC at time t2. Recollect that p5t1 denotes p5 at time t1, and At
denotes age at time t, then following polyp pathways in Figure 1, t2 > t1 (as repre-

sented in Figure 2). For a population with St2 , since events of p5t1 ∩At1 = α∩At2 = β

are mutually exclusive (i.e.,
∑
α

∑
β>α(p5t1 ∩At1 = α∩At2 = β) = 1) and exhaustive,

we can apply the total probability rule and write that

P (St2) =
∑
α

∑
β>α

P
{
St2 |(p5t1 ∩At1 = α ∩At2 = β)

}
P
{
p5t1 ∩At1 = α ∩At2 = β

}
.

(3)

Let TSp5 be a random variable denoting the time to progress from p5 to S. Referring

to Figure 2, P
{
St2 |(p5t1 ∩At1 = α ∩At2 = β)

}
is equivalent to P

{
TSp5 = β − α|(p5t1 ∩At1 = α ∩At2 = β)

}
,
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Fig. 2 Event of incidence of polyp≤5mm at time t1 (p5t1 ) and its progression to an event of

incidence in-situ CRC at time t2 (St2 ), with age at t1 and t2 as α and β, respectively.

therefore, we can rewrite equation (3) as,

P (St2) =
∑
α

∑
β>α

P
{
TSp5 = β − α|(p5t1 ∩At1 = α ∩At2 = β)

}
P
{
p5t1 ∩At1 = α ∩At2 = β

}
.

(4)

Applying conditional probability, equation (4) can be written as,

P (St2) =
∑
α

∑
β>α

P
{
TSp5 = β − α|(p5t1 ∩At1 = α ∩At2 = β)

}
P
{
p5t1 |(At1 = α ∩At2 = β)

}
P {At1 = α ∩At2 = β} , (5)

where, P
{
p5t1 |(At1 = α ∩At2 = β)

}
can simply be written as P

{
p5t1 |At1 = α

}
, since

incidence of polyp≤5mm at time t1 is only dependent on age at t1 and not on age

at any future time t2. Using the estimate from equation (2), P
{
p5t1 |At1 = α

}
can be

computed as
P
{
p5t1
∩(a≤At1≤b)

}
b−a+1

1
P (A=α)

, a ≤ α ≤ b, i.e., by applying conditional prob-

ability and assuming constant rate of incidence within each age interval. Note that,

the assumption is in accordance with that in the microsimulation model MISCAN-

colon, that evaluates CRC screening policies ([4]), and whose input parameter values

were based on expert estimates presented in meetings at the National Cancer Insti-

tute. Further, in equation (5), P
{

(TSp5 = β − α)|(p5t1 ∩At1 = α ∩At2 = β)
}

can be

substituted as λSp5e
−λSp5 (β−α), where λSp5 denotes progression rate from p5 to S. The

remaining term on the right hand side of (5) can be estimated using population demo-

graphics from U.S. census data. Hence, λSp5 can be estimated using (5) if the probability

on the left hand side is available. However, P{St2} is unknown, and is infeasible to

estimate with the currently available data as explained below.

Let us divide the in-situ CRC stage as a series of sequential events {s0, s1, s2, ···, sn},
where si is an event indicating i time units of cancer progression in the in-situ stage.

To relate S to si, we need to consider smaller time units (e.g., day), in which case S is

equivalent to s0, denoting the event of epoch of incidence of in-situ. Note that, for a

diagnosed case of in-situ CRC, it is not possible to determine the value of i, and hence,

we cannot obtain data related to the occurrence of each event si. Therefore, it is not

feasible to estimate P{S}. However, it is possible to estimate the probability of event

of prevalence of in-situ CRC, i.e., P{∪ni=1si}, as equal to the proportion of people in

stage in-situ CRC in a randomized screening trial (we will denote P{∪ni=1si} at an

arbitrary time t2 as P{S̃t2}). Due to the unavailability of a suitable randomized study

that can be used to estimate P{S̃t2}, we estimated P{C̃t2}, which is the probability

of prevalence of CRC at t2. That is, P{C̃t2} = P{S̃t2 ∪ L̃t2 ∪ R̃t2 ∪ D̃t2}, where,

the events in the probability term on the right hand side of the equation denote the
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prevalences of in-situ CRC, local CRC, regional CRC, and distant CRC, respectively, at

time t2. Therefore, Figure 2 is modified to include the above changes and is presented

as Figure 3. As illustrated by Scenarios 1 through 4 in the Figure, for a randomly

chosen individual at t2, C̃t2 corresponds to an event of prevalence of one of the CRC

stages.

To reflect the above changes we modify equation (5) as follows,

Fig. 3 Event of incidence of polyp≤5mm at time t1 (p5t1 ) and its progression to an event of

prevalence of CRC at time t2 (C̃t2 ) (i.e., either S̃t2 , L̃t2 , R̃t2 , or D̃t2 ), with age at t1 (At1 )
and t2 (At2 ) as α and β, respectively.

P{C̃t2} =
∑
α

∑
β>α

P
{
TSp5 ≤ β − α|(p5t1 ∩At1 = α ∩At2 = β)

}
P
{
p5t1 |At1 = α

}
P {At1 = α ∩At2 = β}

(6)

where, left hand side has been replaced with P{C̃t2}. Also, we have TSp5 ≤ β−α instead

of = β − α, since, an occurrence of C̃ at t2 does not necessarily mean occurrence of s0
(i.e., s0 ( C̃). Also since, S (or s0) is the first of the set of chronological events that

make C̃, age at S is ≤ β implying that TSp5 ≤ β − α. P{C̃t2} was estimated using data

from [26], which presents screen results from CRC counseling and screening conducted

by 10 health departments in 15 diverse counties in the state of North Carolina, as part

of a pilot study on cancer coordination and control.

Referring to Figure 3, the upper bound on TSp5 , i.e., TSp5 = β−α, is represented by

Scenario 1, while a lower bound would be represented by Scenario 4. To quantify the

lower bound, we can consider a value of one year, however, this may not be realistic

and can be explained with the following examples. For a combination of values for

{At1 = α,At2 = β} consider an example of {At1 = 40, At2 = 43}. Referring to Scenario

4, if TSp5 = 1, it will imply that age at S̃t2 is 41, and age at D̃t2 is 43, i.e., it takes 2 years
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to progress from in-situ to distant CRC. Similarly, if instead, we consider an example

of {At1 = 40, At2 = 70}, if TSp5 = 1, it will imply that age at S̃t2 is 41, and age at D̃t2
is 70, i.e., it takes 29 years to progress from in-situ to distant CRC, while it took only

1 year to progress from polyp≤5mm to in-situ CRC. This is highly unlikely since the

progression between cancer stages is faster compared to precancer stages. Therefore, in

order to place a more realistic lower bound, we consider equal time to progress between

stages, and referring to Scenario 4, we write TSp5 ≥
(β−α)NS

ND
, where NS and ND are the

number of stages from polyp≤5mm to in-situ CRC and polyp≤5mm to distant CRC,

respectively. As an example, for polyp pathway 1 in Figure 1, NS = 3 and ND = 7.

Note that, the equal time between stages was an assumption made only for obtaining

a more realistic lower bound, than using an arbitrary value of one year, and was not

an assumption on the progression rate estimation.

The modified equation can be written as,

P (C̃t2) =
∑
α

∑
β>α

P

{
NS(β − α)

ND
≤ TSp5 ≤ (β − α)|(p5t1 ∩At1 = α ∩At2 = β)

}
P
{
p5t1 |At1 = α}P{At1 = α ∩At2 = β

}
(7)

where,

P
{
NS(β−α)

ND
≤ TSp5 ≤ (β − α)|(p5t1 ∩At1 = α ∩At2 = β)

}
=
[
1− e−λ

S
p5

(β−α)
]
−
[
1− e−λ

S
p5
NS
(
β−α
ND

)]
since the bounds on the progression time is equivalent to the event TSp5 ≤ (β −
α)
⋂
TSp5 ≥

NS(β−α)
ND

. Note that, the formulation in equation (7) will imply that every

individual with p5 at t1 will live through to time t2, however in reality this is not the

case. Therefore, denoting L ∈ Z+ as a random variable indicating length of life, we

write (7) as,

P (C̃t2) =
∑
α

∑
β>α

P

{
NS(β − α)

ND
≤ TSp5 ≤ (β − α)|(p5t1 ∩At1 = α ∩At2 = β)

}
P
{
p5t1 |At1 = α

}
P {At1 = α ∩At2 = β}P {L > β}

where,

P
{
NS(β−α)

ND
≤ TSp5 ≤ (β − α)|(p5t1 ∩At1 = α ∩At2 = β)

}
=
[
1− e−λ

S
p5

(β−α)
]
−
[
1− e−λ

S
p5
NS
(
β−α
ND

)]
(8)

In equation (8), the only unknown value is the progression rate λSp5 which can be

computed by iteratively incrementing its value to where it best fits (8). Before doing so

however, in order to obtain population-specific progression rates, we estimate λSp5|rf ,

which denotes λSp5 given race (R = r) and family history status (F = f), as follows.

Since events of R = r ∩F = f are mutually exclusive (i.e.,
∑
r

∑
f P{R = r ∩F =

f} = 1) and exhaustive, applying the total probability rule we can write,

P (C̃t2) =
∑
r

∑
f

P
{
C̃t2 |(R = r ∩ F = f)

}
P {R = r ∩ F = f}

=
∑
r

∑
f

P
{
C̃t2 ∩R = r ∩ F = f

}
. (9)
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Note that, equation (8) for a givenR = r∩F = f is equivalent to P
{
C̃t2 |(R = r ∩ F = f)

}
of equation (9). Therefore, we can write

P
{
C̃t2 ∩R = r ∩ F = f

}
=

∑
α

∑
β>α

Prf

{
NS(β − α)

ND
≤ TSp5 ≤ (β − α)|(p5t1 ∩At1 = α ∩At2 = β)

}
Prf

{
p5t1 |At1 = α

}
Pr {At1 = α ∩At2 = β}Pr {L > β}

]
P {R = r ∩ F = f} ∀r∀f,(10)

where,

Prf

{
NS(β−α)

ND
≤ TSp5 ≤ (β − α)|(p5t1 ∩At1 = α ∩At2 = β)

}
=

[
1− e−

(
λSp5|rf

)
(β−α)

]
−
[
1− e−

(
λSp5|rf

)
NS
(
β−α
ND

)]
.

Note that, occurrences of Prf{(.)} in (10) (and henceforth) represent P{(.)|(R =

r∩F = f)}, and have been written as such for notational convenience. Applying condi-

tional probability, we can write P
{
C̃t2 ∩R = r ∩ F = f

}
= P

{
(R = r ∩ F = f)|C̃t2

}
P
{
C̃t2} .

Since not enough data is available to determine the dependence of events F = f and

R = r when given C̃t2 , we assume independence and write P
{
C̃t2 ∩R = r ∩ F = f

}
=

P
{
R = r|C̃t2

}
P
{
F = f |C̃t2

}
P
{
C̃t2} . As mentioned earlier, P

{
C̃t2} is estimated us-

ing data presented in [26]. We compute P
{

(R = r)|C̃t2
}

= Number of CRC cases in race r
Total number of CRC cases ,

where the required numbers are obtained from the Indiana State Department of Health

database ([27]). We consider P
{

(F = f)|C̃t2
}

= 0.2 based on the observations reported

by the American Cancer Society in [28]. Note that, estimates of P {R = r ∩ F = f}
were earlier obtained for equation (1), the details of which are described in Appendix

A. Therefore, the only unknown element in (10) is λSp5|rf , and hence, can be easily

estimated for all values of r and f .

2.2.2 Estimating Progression Rates between Post-Cancer Stages:

This section discusses the estimation of progression rates between CRC stages, i.e,

between stages in-situ, local, regional, and distant, with events of incidences denoted

as S, L, R, and D, respectively. A similar model as that developed for estimating

λSp5|rf in equation (10) can be used in estimation of the progression rates between the

CRC events. For example, consider event of incidence of in-situ at time t2 (St2) and

consider ĨCt3 , the event of prevalence of invasive CRC at time t3 (i.e., P{ĨCt3} =

P{L̃t3 ∪R̃t3 ∪D̃t3}), as represented by Figure 4. We can estimate the progression rate

from S to L given R = r and F = f , denoted as λLS|rf , by the following equation

Prf{ĨCt3} =
∑
α

∑
β>α

Prf

{
NL(β − α)

ND
≤ TLS ≤ (β − α)|(St2 ∩At2 = α ∩At3 = β)

}
Prf {St2 |At2 = α}Pr {At2 = α ∩At3 = β}Pr {L > β} ∀r,∀f (11)

where,

Prf

{
NS(β−α)

ND
≤ TLS ≤ (β − α)|(St2 ∩At2 = α ∩At3 = β)

}
=[

1− e−
(
λLS|rf

)
(β−α)

]
−
[
1− e−

(
λLS|rf

)
NL
(
β−α
ND

)]
,
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Fig. 4 Event of incidence of in-situ CRC at time t2 (St2 ) and its progression to an event of

prevalence of invasive CRC at time t3 (ĨCt3 ) (i.e., either L̃t3 , R̃t3 , or D̃t3 ), with age at t2
(At2 ) and t3 (At3 ) as α and β, respectively.

TLS denotes time to progress from S to L, and NL and ND in the lower bound of TLS
now represent the number of stages from S to L and S to D, respectively. Prf{ĨC} at

an arbitrary time t3 can be estimated as Prf{ĨC} = Prf{ĨC∩C̃} = Prf{C̃}Prf{ĨC|C̃}.
Prf{C̃} is obtained as earlier from [26], and Prf{ĨC|C̃} is obtained using CRC diag-

nosed data from the Indiana database [29]. Therefore, from equation (11), we can

estimate λLS|rf if the only unknown Prf{St2 |At2 = α} can be computed, since the rest

of the terms can be obtained similar to the equivalent terms in equation (10). How-

ever, as explained in Section 2.2.1, it is infeasible to estimate P{S} using results from

randomized screening trials, hence it is also not feasible to estimate Prf{St2 |At2 = α}
using screening trials. Note however that, at this point in the model, we have esti-

mated λSp5|rf , the progression rate from p5 to S. Therefore, using the estimated values

of Prf
{
p5t1 ∩ (a ≤ At1 ≤ b)

}
from Section 2.1 and λSp5|rf from Section 2.2.1, we de-

veloped a model to estimate Prf{St2 |At2 = α}, which is explained below.

The schematic of the probability model developed for estimating Prf{St2 |At2 = α}
is presented in Figure 5, and can be interpreted as follows. Consider p5 at time t1 and

its progression to S at t2, t1 < t2. Now considering age at t1 and t2, if c ≤ At2 ≤ d and

a ≤ At1 ≤ b, then {∀a, b, c, d : [a, b] ≤ [c, d]}. For example, considering age intervals

[40,49], [50,64], [65,74], and [75,], if At2 = [40, 49] then At1 = [40, 49], and if At2 =

[50, 64] then At1 = [40, 49] or At1 = [50, 64]. Accordingly, Prf {St2 ∩ (c ≤ At2 ≤ d)}
can be estimated by using Prf

{
p5t1 ∩ (a ≤ At1 ≤ b)

}
and λSp5|rf , ∀a, b, c, and d, as

follows,

Prf {St2 ∩ (c ≤ At2 ≤ d)} =
∑

[a,b]≤[c,d]

Prf
{
p5t1 ∩ (a ≤ At1 ≤ b)

}
b−1∑
k=a

d−k∑
m=

max(k+1,c)−k

Prf{TSp5 = m|(p5t1 ∩At1 = k)}P{L > m+ k}

(12)
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Fig. 5 Event of incidence of polyp≤5mm at t1 (p5t1 ) and its progression to an event of

incidence of in-situ CRC at t2 (St2 ), with age a ≤ At1 ≤ b and c ≤ At2 ≤ d such that
[a, b] ≤ [c, d]

where, Prf{TSp5 = m} =
(
λSp5|rf

)
e
−m

(
λSp5|rf

)
. Note that, equation (12) was derived

by a simple application of the total probability rule. For example, considering one

specific age at At2 as 50, we can write Prf {St2 ∩At2 = 50} =
∑
α<50 Prf{St2 ∩

At2 = 50|(p5t1 ∩ At1 = α)}Prf{p5t1 ∩ At1 = α)} = Prf{TSp5 = 50 − α|(p5t1 ∩ At1 =

α)}Prf{p5t1 ∩At1 = α)}. Equation (12) however has been written for an age interval,

and has the variable L which denotes the length of life of an individual.

Prf{St2 |At2 = α}, required for equation (11), can now be estimated from Prf {St2 ∩ (c ≤ At2 ≤ d)}
by applying conditional probability, and by considering a constant rate of incidence

within each age interval, which is in accordance to literature as explained earlier. Equa-

tion (11) can now be solved to obtain λLS|rf . The progression rates from local to regional

CRC and regional to distant CRC can similarly be estimated by cyclically computing

the probability of event of incidence (similar to computation of Prf{St2 |At2 = α} using

equation (12)) followed by estimation of the progression rates (similar to estimation of

λLS|rf using equation (11)). Note that, for stages past in-situ, L also includes survival

based on stage of cancer in addition to the natural life of an individual.

3 Results: Estimated Incidence and Progression Rates

In Tables 2 and 3, we present rates of p5 for polyp pathways and rates of S for non-

polyp pathway, respectively, for different combinations of age, race, and family history

status. For example, in Table 2, the percentage of incidence of polyp≤5mm at age

50 ≤ A ≤ 64 and R = Caucasian and F > 0 is 4.25. The mean times to progress from

event i to event j given R = r and F = f , i.e., 1
λj
i|rf

, are presented in Tables 4 and 5, for

polyp pathways and non-polyp pathway, respectively. The values in Tables 2 through 5
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will serve as input for simulating polyp progression in a multi-agent simulation model

that will be built for obtaining CRC intervention strategies.

Table 2 Prf (p5 ∩ a ≤ A ≤ b)100: Percentage incidence of polyp≤5mm at age [a, b], given
R = r and F = f , for polyp pathways

All Race R = Caucasian R = African American
Age Group [a, b] F > 0 F = 0 F > 0 F = 0 F > 0 F = 0

[40, 49] 0.74 0.12 0.73 0.13 0.90 0.10
[50, 64] 4.33 0.70 4.25 0.74 5.28 0.58
[65, 74] 4.54 0.73 4.46 0.78 5.53 0.61
[75, ] 2.13 0.34 2.09 0.36 2.59 0.29

Table 3 Prf (S ∩ a ≤ A ≤ b)100: Percentage incidence of in-situ CRC at age [a, b], given
R = r and F = f , for non-polyp pathway

All Race R = Caucasian R = African American
Age Group [a, b] F > 0 F = 0 F > 0 F = 0 F > 0 F = 0

[40,49] 0.025 0.002 0.026 0.003 0.024 0.002
[50,64] 0.257 0.026 0.265 0.029 0.252 0.018
[65,74] 0.330 0.034 0.339 0.038 0.318 0.023
[75,] 0.344 0.040 0.346 0.044 0.332 0.026

Table 4 Mean times to progress from event i to event j, given R = r and F = f ( 1

λ
j
i|rf

) on

polyp pathways

All Races R = Caucasian R = African American
event i → event j F > 0 F = 0 F > 0 F = 0 F > 0 F = 0
p5 → in-situ a 23 41.6 21.5 39 29 50
in-situ → local 3.4 3.4 3.5 3.5 3.1 3.1
local → regional 5 5 4.5 4.5 3.5 4

regional → distant 0.95 0.95 0.95 0.95 0.88 0.9

a : λSp5|rf
was estimated considering progressive and non-progressive polyp

Table 5 Mean times to progress from event i to event j, given R = r and F = f ( 1

λ
j
i|rf

) on

non-polyp pathway

All Races R = Caucasian R = African American
event i → event j F > 0 F = 0 F > 0 F = 0 F > 0 F = 0
in-situ → local 3.4 3.3 3.4 3.4 3.1 3.1
local → regional 3.5 4.8 4 4.5 3.5 3.5

regional → distant 0.9 0.95 0.9 0.95 0.9 0.9

Comparison of results

The expected progression time estimates (i.e., Tables 4 and 5) can be used to compute

one-step transition probabilities needed to build Markov models (as in [11]) for polyp

progression. For example, probabilities for R = Caucasian and F = 0 are depicted in
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Table 6 One-step transition probabilities between stages: Comparing results presented in this
paper to literature presented in [11]

Literature (Leshno et. al. (2003)) This research
From → To Stages Transition Probability From → To Stages Transition Probability

low-risk polyp → high risk polyp 0.02 p5 → polyp≥1cm 0.035
high-risk polyp → local CRC 0.05 (0.02-0.10) polyp≥1cm → local CRC 0.06
local CRC → regional CRC 0.28 (0.20-0.35) local CRC → regional CRC 0.20

regional CRC → distant CRC 0.63 (0.50-0.70) regional CRC → distant CRC 0.65

Figure 6. We compared the transition probabilities derived from our model with those

compiled by [11], who analyze the cost-effectiveness of screening for a population with-

out a family history of cancer. Though the study in [11] is based on the population of

Israel, the reason for our comparison is to only check if our estimates are within com-

monly observed ranges, and is not meant as a validation. The polyp stages considered

in [11] are low risk polyps (<1cm), high risk (≥1cm) polyps, local CRC, regional CRC,

and distant CRC, which, as seen in Figure 6, are slightly different from that in our

model. Therefore, to obtain a rough comparison, we assumed equal progression time

between stages p5 and S (see pathway 1 in Figure 1), and computed the transition

probability from p5 to polyp≥1cm. As shown in Table 6, for similar stages (i.e., rows

2, 3, and 4), the transition probabilities obtained from our model are comparable to

that assumed in [11]. Using our mathematical modeling approach of progression rate

estimation, we can further compute population-specific transition probabilities to build

Markov models for developing effective CRC intervention strategies.

Fig. 6 One-step transition probabilities for polyp pathway 1 (R = Caucasian, F = 0)

4 Validation of Progression Rates estimated from Probability Model

In order to validate the progression rates estimated in Section 2, we used a simulation

based approach as follows. A simulation model was constructed such that it initially

generates a population based on a user-input demographics data of specific populations.

For validation purpose, we considered two different populations: i) Population of the

State of Indiana, and ii) Population of the clinical trial described in [30–32], that was

conducted in the State of Minnesota. Further, the simulation model was built such that

it executes the following three events every year for each person in the population: event

1 ) updating age of each person, and creating new births and generating mortalities in

the population; event 2 ) the natural incidence and progression of polyps using values

presented in Tables 2 through 5; and event 3 ) screening based on the actual compliance

rates of the corresponding population. Note that, based on change in age (through event

1), event 2 generates polyps and handles its natural progression until a successful screen

(through event 3) leads to the polyp’s diagnosis. The number and stage of the new cases

of polyps that are diagnosed each year are recorded. For validation, the simulated

statistics on diagnosed cases of CRCs are compared with the actual statistics of the

corresponding population. The simulation model was constructed in Repast ([33]), a
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java agent-based modeling framework. The reason for using an agent-based approach is

for ease of including the behavior and interaction between the system entities (including

physician and insurance policies), which is a part of our future research for obtaining

cancer intervention strategies. Simulation events 2 and 3, that were mentioned above,

are described using flowcharts in Appendix B. We present below the details of the

validation on the two populations.

4.1 Simulation of the Indiana Population

The actual proportion of population in different race, sex, and age groups, as estimated

from census data, was used to generate an initial sample population for the State of

Indiana. The mortality and birth rates required for event 1 were also obtained from the

census data. The incidence and progression rates required for event 2 were obtained

from Tables 2 through 5. The screening rates required for event 3 were computed using

the data obtained through a survey, which was conducted in year 2001 by the Indiana

State Department of Health as part of the Behavioral Risk Factor Surveillance System

([34]). The survey considered three screening options: FOBT (fecal occult blood test),

colonoscopy, and sigmoidoscopy. The sensitivity and specificity of the screening tests

were taken from the values used in an intervention study conducted in year 2006 ([35]),

which was also used in the MISCAN-Colon microsimulation model ([4]). The values of

the screening parameters used in the simulation are summarized in Appendix C.

The simulation was run with a sample population of 10,000 for 30 trials. As pre-

sented in Tables 7 and 8, the confidence interval (CI) of the simulated results, related

to new cases of CRCs diagnosed over 5 years, were compared with the actual 2000-2004

diagnosed cases of CRC available on the Indiana State Department of Health website

([23,29]). Table 7 presents CRC counts per 100,000 of population. The large range

in CI for the African American population can be attributed to its small percentage

(8%) of the total population of Indiana. Table 8 presents the percentage distribution

of CRCs among various stages at the time of diagnosis. As can be seen in both tables,

the actual values lie in between the simulated CI. Note that, some of the actual values

in Table 8 fall on the boundary of the simulated CI, which can be attributed to the fact

that about 6.5% of actual CRC cases did not have a stage identifier (un-staged). It may

be noted that Table 8 serves as a verification because, the percentage distribution of

diagnosed CRC in different stages was initially used in the probability model. However,

Table 7 serves as a validation, as the simulated CRC results presented in the Table

are not equivalent to the cancer prevalence probabilities (P{C̃t2} estimated using [26])

that were initially used in the probability model. The difference between the two is

that:

– The cancer prevalence probabilities used in the probability model were estimated

using data from clinical trial studies (not from Indiana database). However, we

compare the simulated diagnosed cancer counts with the actual diagnosed counts

in Indiana.

– The second difference is inherent in clinical trial rates versus actual diagnosed

counts itself. The former statistic includes all cases of cancer in the population,

since, in a clinical trial, all participants get screened (ignoring screen sensitivity

which is the same in both cases). However, the latter statistic does not include all

cases, since, in an actual population, not everyone is compliant to screening.
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Therefore, the accuracy of the simulated diagnosed cancer counts are dependent on the

population’s screening compliance rates as well as the polyp natural incidence rates and

expected progression times estimated from the probability model. Since the compliance

rates were computed from the Indiana population database, the results in Table 7 serve

as a validation of the probability model.

Table 7 Simulated vs. actual Indiana CRC counts per 100,000 of population

Simulated 95% CI
Stages Race Lower CI Upper CI Actual Indiana Counts

All Race 48.83 57.55 56.02
local + regional + distant Caucasian 52.50 61.97 57.68

African American 31.97 56.53 47.93
in-situ + local + regional + distant All Race 52.98 61.90 60.70

Table 8 Simulated vs. actual Indiana values for stage at time of diagnosis as percentage of
total CRC counts

Simulated 95% CI
CRC Stage Lower CI Upper CI Actual Indiana Values

in-situ 6.02 9.04 7.70
local 34.99 41.88 34.94

regional 29.58 36.75 33.75
distant 17.99 23.76 17.12

un-staged NA NA 6.50

NA- Not Applicable

Results from the simulation model:

The above simulation model was developed to validate the probability model. However,

the combination of the probability model followed by the simulation, as constructed in

this paper, serves as a model in itself for obtaining certain polyp related estimates of

interest. One such set of estimates is related to the progressive polyps. The simulated

CIs on the maximum likelihood estimate of the exponential distribution parameter,

i.e., on the mean time to progress (in years) from p5 to S given R = Caucasian, are

presented in Table 9. It may be seen that, our estimated value for the progression from

polyp≤5mm to in-situ CRC (row 1 of the Table) compares well with expert opinion in

([14]), where, an average time of approximately 10 years to progress from adenomatous

polyp (mainly <1cm) to invasive CRC (local CRC and beyond) is suggested. Use of a

mathematical modeling approach for estimating population-specific values, as in this

research, allows us to quantify any variations across populations. See, for example,

Table 9, which shows shorter progression time to cancer for a population with F >

0. We also obtained results for the proportion of polyp≤5mm progressing to in-situ

CRC (i.e., proportion of progressive polyps), which are presented in Table 10 for R =

Caucasian. Note that, the proportion of progressive polyps in a population with F > 0

is approximately 1.8 times as much as that in a population with F = 0. Though it

known that a family history of CRC increases the life-time chances of cancer, such

mathematical quantifications (Tables 9 and 10) of polyp progression could not be found

in the literature.
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Table 9 Estimated confidence interval on mean time to progress from polyp≤5mm to in-situ
CRC (in years) according to family history

Family History(F) Upper 95% CI Lower 95% CI
Alla 10.7 8.3
F = 0 12.1 9.4
F > 0 9.9 7.7

a includes F = 0 and F > 0

Table 10 Estimated proportion of p5’s progressing to S

Family History(F ) Proportion (in %)
Alla 20.9
F = 0 19.5
F > 0 34.2

a includes F = 0 and F > 0

4.2 Simulation of Minnesota Study

The authors in [30–32] present a clinical trial conducted in Minnesota, where a popu-

lation in age group 50-80 years with no history of cancer was recruited and randomly

divided into 3 groups. Groups 1 and 2 were subject to annual and biennial FOBT

screening, respectively, and group 3 was a control group. The objective of the study

was to identify the difference in CRC related mortality rates among the three groups,

and hence analyze the effect of annual and biennial FOBT screening on mortalities.

Phase I of the study was conducted from 1978 to 1982, and continued to Phase II from

Feb 1986 to Feb 1992. Study groups 1 and 2 were simulated, separately, by utilizing

the values for proportions of people in age ranges 50-59, 60-69, and 70-80 that were

given by [30], as follows. The simulation first generated people between age 0-30 years,

with proportions of people in age ranges 0-9, 10-19, and 20-30 equal to the proportions

of people in age ranges 50-59, 60-69, and 70-80, respectively, of the actual study. The

simulation was first run for 50 years so that the population is now between age group

50-80 years, and then later run for a period of 14 years representing the timeline of the

actual clinical trial. The mortality and birth rates (event 1) were kept at zero during

the first 50 years. Event 2, i.e., polyp incidence and progression was run during the

entire period, and for which the rates were obtained from Tables 2 through 5. During

the first 50 years, any symptomatic cases of CRC were removed from the simulation in

order to remove existing diagnosed cases of cancer, and the proportion of population

in the three age groups were adjusted. The time to symptomatic was taken as per the

times (preclinical to clinical) considered in the MISCAN-colon model ([5]), whose pa-

rameters, as mentioned earlier, were based on expert estimates presented in meetings

at the National Cancer Institute. During the 14 year run that represented the actual

study, study groups 1 and 2 were subject to annual and biennial screening, respectively,

as per screening details and test sensitivity provided by [30] (event 3).

The simulated cases of CRC during 13 years of the study were compared with the

actual cases given by [30] and the results (represented as CRC cases per 1000 pop-

ulation) are presented in Figures 7 and 8 for annual and biennial screening groups,

respectively. Since the simulated screening intervals matched that in the clinical trial,

the accuracy of the simulated CRC cases is dependent on the natural polyp progression,

whose rates were estimated from the probability model. Moreover, tracking a popula-

tion and comparing results over a 13 year period is a stronger analysis of the polyp
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progression, and therefore, Figures 7 and 8 can be used for validating the probability

model.

Fig. 7 Comparing simulated verses actual CRC cases per 1000 population - Annual group of
the Minnesota study

Fig. 8 Comparing simulated verses actual CRC cases per 1000 population - Biennial group
of the Minnesota study

While the actual values for biennial group falls within the simulated 95% confidence

interval in most years, the actual values for annual group are lower during Phase 1 of

the study and higher during Phase II of study. The aforementioned deviations of values

can be explained as follows.

– Lack of data on the number of screenings: It is noted by [30] that not everyone

participated in the scheduled number of screens, which was 11 for annual group and
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6 for biennial group ([31]) over the entire duration of study. For each person, let

X= number of screens obtained during study duration. Using information provided

for each group in the study, data could be extracted for the following features: for

annual group - percentage of people with X ≥ 1, X ≥ 6, X ≥ 9, and X = 11;

and for biennial group - percentage of people with X ≥ 1, X ≥ 3, X ≥ 5, and

X = 6. Note that, when we compare the information available for X between the

two groups, biennial group has more information compared to that of annual group.

Under the biennial group, the extracted information was used to obtain probability

that X = 1 or 2, i.e., P (1 ≤ X ≤ 2), and was split uniformly between P (X = 1)

and P (X = 2), and similarly P (3 ≤ X ≤ 4) was split between P (X = 3) and

P (X = 4). However, under the annual group, P (1 ≤ X ≤ 5), P (6 ≤ X ≤ 8), and

P (9 ≤ X ≤ 10) had to be split between 5, 3, and 2 values of X, respectively. This

lack of information for annual group can be considered to partly account for the

difference in simulated to actual values. Also, under both groups, if an individual

had participated in n number of screens, it was assumed that it was the first n of

the scheduled screens, while in reality the screenings could have been spread over

the period of study. We can expect that this assumption will cause greater and

noticeable difference, between simulated and actual values, for the annual group

than the biennial group because, e.g., X = 5 under biennial screening is spread over

only 6 possible screening schedules while X = 5 under annual screening is spread

over 11 possible screening schedules. From the assumption stated above and lack

of data for the annual screen, we can expect that there will be more than actual

number of screens during the initial period of study and hence more CRCs get

diagnosed in the simulation. Further, we can also expect that, along with causing

lesser than actual number of screens during the latter period of study, increased

screening in the beginning reduces the number of polyps that progress to CRC, and

hence further reducing CRC incidence during the latter period. This is evident in

Figure 7.

– Lack of information on screening outside of the study: As mentioned in the

study, participants could have obtained screening from a source outside the study

during and in-between the two phases, and yearly updates were obtained on any

diagnosed cases of CRC. Since information on outside screening was not available,

it was assumed that a person undergoes screening outside of study in symptomatic

cases only. The time to symptomatic was extracted from the MISCAN-colon param-

eters presented in [5]. The above assumption together with the fact that advanced

stages of CRC tend to be more symptomatic than earlier stages, we can expect

that, while comparing simulated minus actual CRC cases per stage at diagnosis,

the value will be higher for distant stage compared to regional compared to local.

This trend is evident in Tables 11 and 12, for annual and biennial groups, respec-

tively, which presents the CRC cases per 1000 population according to stage at

diagnosis over the 13 year period. Note that, in the clinical trial, staging of CRC

was done by using Dukes classification. We considered Dukes stages A and B as

equivalent to local, and Dukes stages C and D as equivalent to regional and distant,

respectively.

Based on our assumptions 1) that an individual undergoes the first n of the sched-

uled screens, and 2) that outside screening was done only in symptomatic cases, we

can hypothesize that the percentages of diagnosed CRCs in stages regional and distant

are more during the latter period of study compared to those in the initial period. The
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Table 11 CRC counts per 1000 population and stage at diagnosis - For annually screened
group of Minnesota study

Simulated 95% CI Actual Counts
CRC Stage Lower CI Upper CI Dukes CRC Staging Actual Values

local 8.83 9.76 A+B 13.3
regional 4.64 5.36 C 5.6
distant 2.87 3.56 D 2.3

un-staged NA NA un-staged 2.1
Total CRC 16.34 18.68 Total CRC 23.3

Table 12 CRC counts per 1000 population and stage at diagnosis - For biennially screened
group of Minnesota study

Simulated 95% CI Actual Counts
CRC Stage Lower CI Upper CI Dukes CRC Staging Actual Values

local 9.51 10.76 A+B 11.6
regional 6.77 7.73 C 6.1
distant 4.66 5.49 D 3

un-staged NA NA un-staged 2.1
Total CRC 20.94 23.98 Total CRC 22.8

Table 13 Stage at diagnosis as percentage of total CRC counts - For annual group of Min-
nesota study

Simulated 95% CI Actual Values
End of 5 Years End of 13 Years End of 13 Years

CRC Stage Lower CI Upper CI Lower CI Upper CI Dukes CRC Staging Actual Values
local 58.57 64.63 51.20 55.24 A+B 57.08

regional 20.99 26.60 27.07 29.86 C 24.03
distant 12.43 16.78 16.62 20.00 D 9.87

un-staged NA NA NA NA un-staged 9.01

Table 14 Stage at diagnosis as percentage of total CRC counts - For biennial group of Min-
nesota study

Simulated 95% CI Actual Values
End of 5 Years End of 13 Years End of 13 Years

CRC Stage Lower CI Upper CI Lower CI Upper CI Dukes CRC Staging Actual Values
local 48.34 53.56 43.28 46.70 A+B 50.88

regional 28.93 34.35 30.48 34.29 C 26.75
distant 15.13 19.70 20.88 24.36 D 13.16

un-staged NA NA NA NA un-staged 9.21

reasoning leading to the hypothesis can be explained as follows. Assumption 1 gener-

ates more than actual screenings during the initial few years, thus causing less cases

to reach a symptomatic stage. Consequently, the latter duration has lesser than ac-

tual number of screens causing more cases to reach symptomatic stage. Since advanced

stages of CRC are more symptomatic than earlier stages, we can thus hypothesize

that, the consequence of assumption 1 combined with assumption 2 causes diagnosis of

greater percentage of regional and distant cases during latter period of study compared

to initial period. This hypothesis can be verified by the numbers in Tables 13 and 14.

As speculated, the percentage of CRCs in regional and distant stage is higher at the

end of year 13 compared to that at the end of year 5.
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5 Concluding Remarks

Precise values of polyp incidence and progression rates are crucial for developing

population-wide CRC intervention strategies. Polyp incidence rates for population

groups characterized by age, race, and family history of CRC, were estimated by us-

ing data from the literature. The data sources included clinical CRC screening trials,

population databases, and evidence-based reports from state health departments and

national institutes. The natural progression timeline of polyps, on the other hand,

could not be directly estimated using observed data, since it is infeasible to allow a

diagnosed polyp to progress naturally without treatment. Hence, we developed a proba-

bility model to estimate population-specific rates of polyp progression. The probability

model was constructed based on known concepts of the natural progression of polyps.

Thereafter, using the model, data from the above mentioned sources were synthesized

to estimate progression rates. These rates are characterized by race and family history

of CRC and correspond to both progressive and non-progressive polyps. The estimated

incidence and progression rates (presented in Tables 2 through 5) were used to simulate

the natural history of colorectal polyps for the population in the State of Indiana and

a subset of the population in the State of Minnesota. The simulation results were used

to validate the probability model. The simulation model also yielded 1) the expected

time for progressive polyps to reach in-situ CRC from the polyp≤5mm stage, and 2)

the proportion of polyps reaching in-situ CRC (i.e., progressive polyps). Tables 9 and

10 present results for the progression time and proportion of the progressive polyps for

population with and without family history of CRC.

Discussion of results:

The polyp progression related values available in the literature are mainly experience

based approximations and are not population-specific. Though the literature contains

several data sources related to the incidence of either precancerous polyp or carcinoma,

these data had not been synthesized to mathematically estimate population-specific

polyp progression times (as in Tables 4 and 5). Mathematical estimation will help

identify and quantify any variation across populations which are critical for developing

early intervention strategies.

The probability model was developed to estimate rates considering both progressive

and non-progressive polyps, and was subsequently used in the simulation model to

obtain statistics of progressive polyps. Such an approach is significant, since, while it is

known that a family history of CRC increases the risk of cancer, quantification of the

increased risk based on proportion of progressive polyps (as in Table 10) has not been

presented in the literature. Also, the risk based on progression time from polyp≤5mm

to in-situ CRC had not been mathematically quantified, as in Table 9. Consideration

of both progressive and non-progressive polyps also supports development of more

comprehensive intervention strategies comprising resource needs and allocation.

Accuracy and estimation errors:

Though our model estimates polyp progression rates specific to race and family history

of CRC, for better accuracy of the estimates, it is essential that the model be expanded

to consider other dependent factors. Examples of dependent factors include, number

and histology of polyps, classification of first and second degree relatives with CRC, and

personal history of other medical conditions. However, inclusion of these factors in the

model would require significant additional data, which is currently unavailable. Also,

estimating progression rates between each of the pre-in-situ stages would help to sim-

ulate a more comprehensive natural progression of polyps. As in any estimated value,
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the progression rates presented in this manuscript could contain some error. While syn-

thesizing data from various sources is beneficial for estimating the rates, the variation

in the data acquisition processes across these sources could induce some estimation

error. For example, the value of P{F > 0|p5t1 } was estimated based on diagnosed data

at the Rochester Methodist hospital ([21]). However, the value of P{F > 0|C̃t2} was

estimated based on expert observation reported by the American Cancer Society. Since

these values were based on either large amount of data or long-term observations, we

expect the error to be relatively small. Due to the unavailability of required data, some

of the values were based on assumptions, hence creating room for estimation error. For

example, based on expert opinion in the literature, the time to progress was assumed to

follow exponential distribution. Though we cannot empirically ascertain this assump-

tion, based on the validation results, we believe that the exponential distribution is a

good alternative. It may be noted that, this paper presents a model framework that has

the potential to estimate population-specific progression rates, the accuracy of which

can be improved as more data becomes available.

Future Research:

Obtaining effective cancer intervention strategies encompasses not only development of

screening strategies, but also analyzing factors pertaining to the availability of resources

such as the patient’s access to physician and hospital, and effective dissemination of

evidence based information to the population. For example, it would be useful to assess

the population’s compliance to screening guidelines based on features like the patient’s

knowledge of cancer screening tests and cancer risk factors. This knowledge can be

related to the patient’s access to information through interaction with their physician

and/or through other sources. The model can then be used for a cost-effectiveness

analysis of programs to increase risk awareness and its impact on reduction in cancer

cases. It would also be interesting to model the impact of insurance policies under

different system settings. Therefore, in addition to simulating the population entity,

we need to include entities like physicians and insurance policies, and their interactions.

Note that, the current simulation model has been constructed as an agent-based model

for the convenience of developing such a system-based simulation, which is part of our

future research. Such a systems approach will allow for a more realistic analysis of

feasible intervention strategies.

In summary, the probability model in the current state can be considered a base

model that presents potential for use in developing population-specific intervention

strategies. The work presented here can be used to support the need for collection of

specific data required for analyzing and identifying more population-specific factors of

interest. While the model developed in this manuscript has been specifically applied to

colorectal cancer, most diseases follow a similar pattern, i.e., incidence and progression.

Following a similar procedure, but with disease specific modeling details, the current

framework could be utilized for estimating progression and developing intervention

strategies for other cancers as well. In addition, by inclusion of a transmission model

in the current framework, cost-effective analysis of prevention programs for infectious

diseases like HIV/AIDS could be developed.
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A Estimation of elements required for obtaining polyp incidence rates

In this section, we describe the estimation of elements of the right hand side of equations (1)
and (2) of Section 2.1.

I. Estimating P{F = f ∩R = r}
Using the definition of conditional probability, since F = f and R = r are dependent events,
we can write P{F = f ∩ R = r} = P{F = f |R = r}P{R = r}. To compute P{F =
f |R = r}, we consider that the number of CRCs per family (i.e., the family history sta-
tus F ) is Poisson distributed with mean µr for a given race. We estimate µr for each race

as
{

Number of CRC cases in the population (i.e., CRC prevalence count)
Total population

∗Average family size
}

. The

CRC prevalence count for year 2006 for each race was obtained from SEER (Surveillance
Epidemiology and End Results) database ([36]), which presents CRC statistics of the U.S.
population. The total population count in year 2006 for each race was obtained from the
U.S. census data. The average family size of the U.S. population is 3.20, as reported by
census ([37]). With the inclusion of second degree relatives, we assume that the average
family size for all race is 7. Using the Poisson distribution probability density function, we

compute P{F = f |R = r} =
(µr)

f e−µr

f !
, and P{R = r} can be easily computing using

the U.S. census data. For equation (1), we compute P{F = 0 ∩ R = r} as above, and
P{F > 0 ∩ R = r} = (1 − P{F = 0|R = r})P{R = r}. We present below the estimates
of µr and P{F > 0|R = r}100.

i. Estimates of the Poisson parameter µr

R = All Race R = Caucasian R = African American

0.026 0.028 0.018

ii. Percentage of population with family history of CRC given race (P{F > 0|R = r}*100)

R = All Race R = Caucasian R = African American

2.55 2.77 1.77

II. Estimating P{p5t1 ∩R = r ∩ F = f} and Prf

{
(a ≤ At1 ≤ b)|p5t1

}
The article in [20] presents part of the results of a large-scale randomized Prostate, Lung,
Colorectal, and Ovarian Screening Trial (PLCO) [38], that was conducted to test the effect
of various screening tests on mortalities from the cancers. As part of the colorectal cancer
study, initially, a population in the age group 55-74 was screened for colorectal polyps. On the
population that tested negative (indicating normal), a repeated screening test was conducted
three years after the initial screen test. The number of positive (indicating presence of polyp)
screen results from the repeated test has been presented in [20]. The diagnosed polyps have
been categorized into sizes <0.5, 0.5-0.9, and ≥1.0 cm. Since all polyps should have started
as <0.5cm with the event of incidence occurring during one of the three years between tests,
we estimate the probability of incidence of polyp≤5mm at an arbitrary year t1 (P{p5t1 }) as
1
3
∗ Number of people tested positive

Total tested
, where, we multiply by 1

3
assuming that there were equal

number of incidences in each of the three years. However, note that, age groups 40-54 and
>74 were not part of the study population in [20], and hence, the above estimate of P{p5t1 }
will only apply to population in age 55-74. Therefore, to estimate P{p5t1 } for the required

population (i.e., age>40) we perform simple mathematical calculations using: i) the percent-
age distribution of polyps across age groups from [21], and ii) percentage distribution of U.S.
population across age groups, taken from the U.S. census data.

Applying the definition of conditional probability, we compute P{p5t1 ∩ R = r ∩ F =

f} = P{(R = r ∩ F = f)|p5t1 }P{p5t1 }. Since, when given event p5t1 , we do not have data
to determine dependence of events F = f and R = r, we assume independence and compute
P{(R = r ∩ F = f)|p5t1 }P{p5t1 } = P{R = r|p5t1 }P{F = f |p5t1 }P{p5t1 }. We can estimate

P{R = r|p5t1 } = Number of polyp cases in race r
Total polyp cases

, however, since we did not have suitable data
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to determine this proportion, we approximated P{R = r|p5t1 } = Number of CRC cases in race r
Total CRC cases

,

data for which was obtained from the Indiana database ([23]). We estimate P{F = 0|p5t1 } =
Number of polyp cases with family history of CRC

Total polyp cases
= 0.14 using data presented in [21], and P{F >

0|p5t1 } = 0.86. Also, Prf

{
(a ≤ At1 ≤ b)|p5t1

}
is equated to the proportion of polyps in

respective age groups as presented in [21].
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B Flowcharts of Events in Simulation Model

B.1 Flowchart of simulation Event 2: Incidence and progression of polyps
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B.2 Flowchart of simulation Event 3: Screening
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C Simulation Parameters for the Population of the State of Indiana

I. Screening Parameters:
i. Percentage of population compliant to screening ([34])

Screening Type Percentage Compliant

FOBT 43
Sigmoidoscopy 19
Colonoscopy 19

NeverCompliant 19

ii. Screening Sensitivity ([35])

Stage FOBT Sigmoidoscopy Colonoscopy

poly<5mm 0.02 0.75 0.80
poly6-9mm 0.02 0.85 0.85
poly>1cm 0.05 0.95 0.95

in-situ 0.05 0.95 0.95
invasive CRC 0.60 0.95 0.95

iii. Screening Specificity ([35])

FOBT Sigmoidoscopy Colonoscopy

0.98 0.95 0.90

II. Assigning family history status for an individual
For each person in the simulation, we need to determine the family history status. We assume
that F ∼ Poisson(µr) as described earlier in Appendix A. Note that, the CRC proportion

(i.e., Number of CRC cases
Total population

in each race) for the State of Indiana is equivalent to the National

proportion. Also, the average family size for the State of Indiana is 3.05 which is approximately
equal to the National average (see Appendix A). Therefore, to generate random numbers in
the simulation, we use µr as presented in Appendix A.
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